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16.4 evidence of evolution answers

Scientists in some fields, including geology, physics, paleontology, chemistry and embryology, did not have the technology or understanding to test Darwin's assumptions during his life. And other areas, such as genetics and molecular biology, have not yet existed! In the 150 years since Darwin published The Origin of Species, discoveries in all these areas
have served as independent tests that supported Darwin's basic ideas of evolution. 1 16.4 – Evidence of evolution 16.4 Evidence of evolution 2 16.4 – Evidence of evolution Biogeography  Biogeography – is a study of where organisms live now and where they and their ancestors lived in the past. 3 16.4 – Evidence of evolution closely related but different
 the same ancestor, but adapted to different environments.  Black-tailed Jackrabbit  Snowshoe Hare  Classification = Same Genus (Lepus) – Different Species 4 16.4 – Evidence of evolution Distant related but similar  Different ancestors adapted to similar environments  Differences indicate different ancestry  and similarities caused by similar
environments.  Example: Rhea, Ostrich, &amp; Emu  Classification = Different Order, Genus &amp; Species 5 16.4 – Evidence of evolution Age of the Earth  Geologists now use radioactivity to determine the age of certain rocks and fossils. = Radioactive dating  Earth is about 4.5 billion years old 6 16.4 – Evidence of evolution Fossil evidence  3.8
billion years: the oldest fossil evidence  Prokaryoti are the oldest form of life  Location eukaryoti In strata it appears to have evolved from prokaryote  Fossils to the link of life form from the past and present (whales) 7 16.4 – Proof of evolution Recent fossil nalazni  Recently discovered series of fossils documenting the evolution of the whale from
ancient terrestrial sisaoca. 8 16.4 – Evidence of evolution Several recent fossil finds  Other recent fossil finds link:  Dinosaurs and birds  Fish and quadcopts of landed animals.  fossil evidence we have points to an unmeasurable story of evolutionary change. 9 16.4 – Evidence of evolution 10 Homologous structures  Homologous structures =
Structures divided by related species inherited from the common ancestor.  **Common structure, not common function.** Bones in the an forearms of mammals have the same basic pattern. 11 16.4 – Evidence of evolution Analog structure  analog structure = Body parts that share a common function but not structure, and different ancestry. 12 16.4 –
Evidence of evolution Vestigial structure  Vestigial structure = inherited from the ancestors, but they lost much or all of their original function in the offspring.  tip of dolphins from a bottle  muscles of the ear, appendicitis and others in humans. 13 16.4 – Evidence of embryology of evolution  researchers that the early developmental stages of many
vertebrates look very similar.  similar patterns of embryonic development provide additional evidence for the common ancestor. 14 16.4 – Evidence of Evolution Life's Common Genetic Code  All living cells use information with DNA code and RNA to transfer information from one generation to another.  almost identical in almost all organisms, including
bacteria, yeasts, plants, fungi and animals. 15 16.4 – Evidence of evolution Of homologous molecules  homologous proteins share extensive structural and chemical similarities.  cytochrome c, is a protein found in almost all living cells and is very similar in structure in all organisms.  Ex. Yeast and human cell bakers  developmental genes called
HOX genes are similar in multicellular animals. 16 16.4 – Evidence of evolutionary testing of natural  Grant tested Darwin's idea of natural selection.  data show that individuals with different sizes of the lower population have a better or worse chance of surviving both seasonal dry and longer dry spells.  Less food = Higher chance of survival 17 16.4 –
Evidence of evolution testing Natural selection  Grant data confirmed that competition and environmental changes expire in natural selection.  without hereditary changes in the size of the oak, finch species would not be able to adapt to the change in the environment. Transcript Name Class Date 16.4 Evidence of the goals of the evolution lesson Explain
how the geological distribution of species relates to their evolution of history. Explain how fossils and fossil records document the descent of modern species from ancient ancestors. Describe what homologous structures and embryology suggest about the process of evolutionary change. Explain how molecular evidence can be used to track the process of
evolution. Please explain the results of the investigation into the adaptation in Galápagos. Lesson Summary Biogeography Biogeography is a study of where organisms now live and where they and their ancestors lived in the past. Two biogeographical patterns are important for Darwin's theory: ▶ The first is a pattern in which closely related species differ in
slightly different climates. Galápagos turtles and bristles follow this pattern. ▶ is a pattern in which very distant related species develop similarities in similar environments. Breeders, ostries and emus fall into this pattern. The age of the Earth ▶ and the same radioactive dating technique confirmed that the Earth is about 4.5 billion years old. ▶ recent fossils
find intermediate stages of the document in the development of a number of groups, including the species, birds and mammals. A comparison of anatomy and ▶ and homologous structures are shared by related species and are inherited from a common The similarities and differences between homologous structures help determine how the two groups
recently shared a common ancestor. • Body parts that share a common function but neither structure nor common ancestors are called analog structures. Analog structures provide no evidence for the evolution of descent. • Homologous structures, which are greatly reduced or have little to no function, are called vesting structures. • Many homologous
structures are developed in the same order and in similar samples between embryos or before birth, phase-related groups. These similarities provide further evidence that animals have common ancestry. Genetics and molecular biology At the molecular level, the universal genetic code and homologous molecules, such as genes and proteins, provide
evidence of joint descent. Testing Natural Selection Scientists have designed experiments to test natural selection. The observations of galápagos confirm that competition and environmental change lead to natural choice. Lesson 16.4 • Workbook A • Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or its subsidiaries. All rights reserved. 258 Name Biogeography class
date For questions 1-3, fill in each statement by writing the correct words or words. 1. Biogeographers study where organisms now live and where they and their ancestors lived in the past. 2. When individuals from the inland bird population immigrat to different islands, natural selection can result in closely related, but different, islets of the species. 3. Distant
related organisms may be similar if they live in similar environments. 4. What explains the distribution of Finnish species on the Galápagos Islands? The Finch species has changed from a common land ancestor. 5. What explains the existence of similar but unrelated species? These species developed common characteristics because they were exposed to
similar pressures of natural selection. Age of Earth and fossils 6. The images below show the organisms whose fossils are part of the fossil record. Organisms are fine from the oldest to the newest. Draw in boxes an animal that could be an intermediate shape between the organisms shown. The answers will vary. The drawings of the students may show a
slightly elonga down the shell and/or a slightly longer tentath. The answers will vary. Student drawings may show a slightly more natanused shell. Lesson 16.4 • Workbook A • Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or its subsidiaries. All rights reserved. 259 Class date Name Use illustrations of marine organisms on the previous page to answer questions 7-8.
7. Describe the situation in which organism 3 could take precedence over organism 2? SAMPLE ANSWER: With a more compact body, the organism may have made it easier for predators to escape. 8. How could these fossils provide evidence for evolution? show similarity to each other, but they also show changes that have occurred over time.
Comparison of anatomy and embryology 9. Complete the table on types of anatomical structures. Types of anatomical structures Structure Description Example Homologous structure Structures, Shared by related species and inherited from the common ancestor Mammal leg and amphibious foot Analog structure Body parts that share a common function,
Do wing pčele i wing not the structure of the bird Vestigial structure Delovi tela u animals, but this is so much tainted u size that only traces, nor traces of homologous structure of other species Hips u dolphin For 10-14. The type of structure can be used more than once. Anatomical structure Structure Type A 10.bat wing and mouse arm A. Homologous
structure A 11. reptile leg and bird's leg B. analog structure B 12. dolphin fin and fish tail C. vestigiaal structure C 13. eyes on the blind cave of fish B 14. snake tongue and dog nose Lesson 16.4 • Workbook A • Copyright © pearson Education, Inc., or its subsidiaries. All rights reserved. 260 Name Class date Use illustrated homologous structures to answer
questions 15-17. Humerus radius/Ulna Carpals (wrist bone) Metakarpale/phalanges (fingers) Bat forelimb Human forelimb 15. How do they look like the two of them? The front posts have the same types of bones in roughly the same positions. 16. How do the pre-16s differ? SAMPLE ANSWER: Bat fingers are elongating and forming the structure of the wing,
while human phalanges are shorter and form a structure for the fingers. 17. How are homologous structures such as forelimbs evidence for total descent? The bones are quite similar in structure and arrangement. It is therefore reasonable to assume that they originate from a common form of an earlier. 18. How does a pattern of embryonic development
provide further evidence that organisms are descendants of a common ancestor? The early developmental stages of many vertebrates look very similar. It is therefore reasonable to assume that vertebrates are the descendants of a common ancestor. Lesson 16.4 • Workbook A • Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or its subsidiaries. All rights reserved.
261 Name Class Date Genetics and Molecular Biology For Questions 19-25, fill out each statement by writing the correct words or words. 19. The science of theory. provides molecular evidence to support dna evolution 20. All living cells use RNA and for hereditary information code. 21. The universal genetic code is used by almost all organisms up to 22
December 2004. Proteins that are homologous direct protein synthesis. broad structural and chemical similarities. 23. Cytochrome c is a protein used for cellular breathing in almost all live 24. Homologous genes called Hox genes control the time and growth of embryos. 25. Relatively minor changes in the genome of the organism may lead to major changes
in the structure of the organism. Testing Natural selection On the left, write the letter of the correct answer on the line. 26. What of the following hypotheses have granti tested? A. Differences in the size and shape of oak produce differences in condition. B. In order to develop the size and shape of the khuna, the birds must leave the islands. C. In order to
develop the size and shape of the oak, the climate must change radically. D. Differences in oak size and shape do not determine the genetic mutation. C 27. The data collected by the granti showed that there is an A. there is no link between the environment and the shape of the finch feet. B. there is no link between the environment and the shape of the
finch. C. Large variation of hereditary duties between galapagoic fines. D. very little variation of hereditary duties between Galápagos finches. 28. The donations were made by an attempt to test any of the following processes? A. Natural selection B. Genetic mutation C. Artificial selection D. Sexual reproduction Lesson 16.4 • Workbook A • Copyright ©
pearson Education, Inc., or its subsidiaries. All rights reserved. 262 Name 29. The Art class date shows how finch knini are similar to certain types of hand tools. Let's say the fragment feeds on insects buried in small holes in the trunks of trees. What kind of tool do you think this finch would look like? Explain your answer. GROUND Finches Tree Finches
Pinaroloxias Platyspiza Geospiza Certhidea SAMPLE RESPONSE: Beak Finch can resemble a very thin probe that can reach into a small hole and skewer or catch up with insects. 30. Complete the concept map. Evidence for Evolution i l d include the geographical distribution of living species of fossil record similarities in anatomical structures and
embryological development of universal genetic code and homologous proteins and experimental genes that verify natural selection occur in nature Lesson 16.4 • Workbook A • Copyright © pearson Education, Inc., or its subsidiaries. All rights reserved. 263 Name Class Date Chapter Vocabulary Overview match the term with its definition. Term Definition A
1. change with time C 2. Fossil g 3. Ability B. Inherited a characteristic that increases the chance of survival of organism B 4. adaptation D 5. natural selection F 6. homologous structures E D. Process by which organisms survive with variations that best fit their environment and leave more offspring than other 7. vestigiaal structures E. Small structures with
little or no function C. Preserved remains of ancient organism F. , which are developed from the same embryos but have different mature forms G. Ability of the individual to survive and reproduce in a particular environment For questions 8-10, write for vocabulary. 8. biogeography study of where organisms now live and where they and their ancestors lived
over the past 9 years. artificial choice of the use of selective breeding for the production of organisms with certain desirable conditions 10. analogue structure of body parts that share a common function but not structure 11. Does the image below show an analog or homologous structure? Commented. Turtle Alligator Birds Mammals Homologous Structure.
These limbs evolved from the anterior limbs of a common ancestor. If these animals had different origins, they probably wouldn't share as many common structures. Chapter 16 • Workbook A • Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or its subsidiaries. All rights reserved. 264 Date of the class of names The secret chapter explained how i'iwi and other Hawaiian
species of croopods developed adaptations adapted to their specific habitats. What happens when species face the loss of their habitats due to urbanisation or environmental degradation? SO DIVERSE MEDOPODS LEARNING HABITAT Loss and endangered species Scientists report that in the United States habitat loss is the most widespread cause of
endangered species, which according to a recent estimate affects about 85 percent of imperiled species. Designed to combat the problem, the U.S. Endangered Species Act of 1973 is a federal law that protects endangered and endangered species. When a species is listed as endangered, the government implements stricter protection of the remaining
habitats of the species, especially when those habitats are on federal lands. In addition, the law allows the government to buy land containing important habitats and prohibits the capture, killing or sale of endangered species. In addition, it is possible to prosecute people who break the law. Unfortunately, threats to many species continue. Experts believe that
less than half of the species from the US have been discovered and catalogued, especially insects, plants and fungi. Therefore, it is not possible to know whether these species are endangered. Another problem, other scientists point out, is that regulations that protect endangered species are not effective enough and are based on underestimating the
problem. Recent expert analysis shows that even within a group of known species, the number at risk of extinction may actually be as high as ten times the number currently protected under the US Endangered Species Act. The table below, adjusted for data from the nonprofit scientific group NatureServe, assesses the current situation for vertebrate species
in the United States. Data on vertebrate species in the U.S. group: Imperiled U.S. Vertebrates Total number of known species Number of species Imperiled or Extinct/ Possibly Extinct percentage of species Imperiled or Extinct/ Possibly extinct 421 29 7 Birds 783 75 10 Crawls 295 28 9 Vodosambi 258 66 26 Freshwater Fish 798 1 79 22 Kičmenci Totals
2555 377 15 on next page ▶ Chapter 16 • Workbook • © Pearson by Education, Inc., is not its subsidiary. All rights reserved. 265 Name Class Themes Date Science and Global Awareness 1. What should be the most widespread cause of endangerment of species? Habitat loss is the most widespread cause. 2. According to the table, which group of
vertebrates in the United States includes the largest number of imperiled or extinct species? Freshwater fish species, with 179 species imperiled or extinct 3. According to the table, which group of vertebrates is generally most at risk? How can you tell? Why do you think this group is the most imperieled? Amphibiouss are the most endangered group because
they have the highest percentage of species that are imperiled or extinct from any of the vertebrates. Students can establish a link between the imperility of afin species and the vulnerability of their ecosystems in the area. 4. What is the U.S. Endangered Species Act? Passed in 1973, the U.S. Endangered Species Act is a law that provides endangered and
endangered species and offers federal protection for the habitats of those species. 5. Some experts believe that a large number of species in the US should still be discovered. Some experts believe the U.S. Endangered Species Act underestimates the number of endangered species. How does the first problem lead to the second? The U.S. Endangered
Species Act cannot protect species that have yet to be identified. Meanwhile, habitat destruction and possible extinction of species continue. Presentation of the types of skills used in this activity include information and media literacy; critical thinking and thinking systems; and problem identification, design and solutions. Visit the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service's website to learn more about the agency's efforts to protect endangered species in the United States. Select one endangered species and search for the threats it faces. Present the information to the class, including whether they believe the species deserves protection under the act and, if so, why. The presentation can take the form of a video about
the type or illustrated guide. Evaluate student presentations by including their description of the type and threats they face, the area of their habitat, what is being done to protect the species and their opinion. The assessment should also depend on the appropriate use of the available media. Lesson 16 • Workbook A • Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or
its subsidiaries. All rights reserved. 266 266
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